The ‚unclear cases'
•Competing theories/hypotheses often account for the ‚clear cases' equally well.
Counterevidence (by opponents) or defensive evidence (by supporters), however, is not always recruited from the clear cases.
• In defense, counterevidence may be ‚expained' away as ungrammatical although it is not (falsely negative). The specific examples used in the argument may indeed be ungrammatical or merely degraded by intervening factors that are irrelevant. In the latter case, they are wrongly dismissed.
• On the other hand, the evidence that is raised against a hypothesis may be indeed irrelevant or mistaken as grammatical and judged falsely positive.
In both cases, the evidence needs to be assessed independently.
Does this happen in reality? -See slide on superiority data from Dutch
Present day theoretic syntax is largely built on the acceptability intuitions of syntacticians. This is a special subset of natives whose grammar competence has not been shown to be representative for the grammar competence of a native speaker without an inclination for, and training in, formal syntax.
• "Good practice in the more advanced sciences distrusts most of all the memory and impressions of the investigator himself" (Labov 1978, Sociolinguistics) .
• "But, for an in-depth syntactic investigation, native command of the given language is indispensable: Only the most sophisticated speakers can supply the exquisite judgements required for writing a grammar" (Gleitman & Gleitman 1970 . Phrase and Paraphrase). Wundt's Problem
Much of the criticism of intuitions suggests that they represent 'invented' data.
• Stubbs (Text & Corpus Analysis. 1996. 29,31 ): much linguistics is based on invented sentences; data often means invented data.
• Borsley (Lingua 2005 (Lingua .115:1477 : "This is seriously confused. The sentences that linguists investigate may well be invented, but the speaker's judgements are not invented and it is in these that are the data with which theoretical linguists work".
• "It is hard to escape the feeling that many objections to intuitions are just a convenient excuse for ignoring a large body of often rather difficult literature." (Borsley 2005, Fn 4) .
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Wundt's Problem
Linguists continue to insist that the ease of obtaining data is the reason for preferring oneself as a subject, ignoring the inferior quality of the data so obtained. (Schütze: p.187 (1) Der Mann hat sich angefangen, --für alles zu interessiern the man has himself begun, for everything to interest (2) * Der Mann hat sich zugegeben, --für alles zu interessieren the man has himself admitted, for everything to have-taken-interest-in I 'observe' myself while 'perceiving' a feeling of uneasiness when I process (2) and that I do not sense it when I process (1), and I interpret this feeling as an indication for the deviance of (2) in German -internal perception.
Is this a reliable datum? It is, if I can be sure that the described sensation is replicable in terms of • repeated exposures of myself to (1) and (2), e.g. while brushing my teeth or after having had a glass of beer, ... • exposure of other native speakers to (1) and (2) • exposure of myself to other members of the class of sentences I take (1) and (2) to be representative for • exposure of other native speakers to other members of the the class of sentences I take (1) and (2) • Data assessment: self informant data need to be strengthened by controlled data acquisition
• Data documentation: full list of stimuli, information on informant agreement/disagreement (variance, kappa)
• Data normalization: consensus on currency exchange rates for data acquired/assessed with different methods
It is a mark of the trained mind never to expect more precision in the treatment of any subject than the nature of that subject permits [or requires ?].
(Aristotle, Nicomachean Ethics 1094b 24-5)
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Francis Harry Compton Crick:
• The difficulty of the method of the black box is this. If the interior of the box does not have a very simple structure, the method soon will reach a stage in which different theories cover all observable results sufficiently well. Attempts to decide between the theories fail because new experiments only produce new complexities. One has no other choice than groping one's way into the box.
(Spektrum der Wissenschaft 11, 1979. Translattion by HH.).
• • Experimental data may be superior to intuitions in terms of their reliability, but they still require interpretation. They allow just as much misinterpretation as intuitions. (p. 320)
• Single judgements of all kinds only reflect the endpoint of an interaction between a variety of linguistic and extralinguistic factors, thus rendering direct conclusions from grammatical theory just as useful or just as problematic as those drawn from careful intuitive judgements (p.321).
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How to open the black box?
• fMRI
• EEG
• Eye movements
• ………………… What do scans like these tell us?
The task stimulates the activation of a language processing network There are focal areas of activities that correspond to the expected loci of activation in language processing:
• Parts of Broca's area
• Parts of Wernicke's area plus
• Cerebellum activity
• Activity in the cingular cortex What we do NOT see: which activity is the activity that accomplishes the fronting task.
Why? The fMRI is an average of the activity-driven rCBF effect in the timespan of 1-2 secs.
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EEG -Getting closer to the activity in time resolution
Conflict resolution (‚ungrammaticality' in the EEG) (1) Der Artist hat die Leute gehofft, damit beeindrucken zu können the artist has the people hoped with-it impress to be-able-to ‚Hoffen' (hope) allows this construction, ‚abstreiten' (deny) does not. (1) Der Artist hat die Leute gehofft, damit beeindrucken zu können the artist has the people hoped with-it impress to be-able-to (2)*Keiner hat das Haus abgestritten, gestern betreten zu haben nobody has the house denied, yesterday entered to have
Reading discriminates: watch the refixations and regressions on the verb in (2)
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NEXT: Orwell's Problem -evidence from diverse languages
Presently, the majority of languages covered by Generative Grammar belongs to a single language family (Indoeuropean: Germanic and Romance subfamilies), and to a single type, namely head-initial.
An archtitecture that has proven successful for the modelling of findings in VO languages constitutes the frame of reference for the integration of non-VO languages:
• architecture of head-initial lexical projections (VP-shells)
• clausal architecture in terms of cascading functional projections
• structural properties of subject placement (EPP)
• .....
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Orwell's Problem
In my perception, the VO architecture is often axiomatically presupposed as a given part of UG (as a cartographic blue print or a set of allegedly universal derivational steps that target at a VO type outcome) and the mis-matches between the VO and the OV structures are accounted for in a primarily extrapolative style (or they are ignored):
• extrapolated overt or covert steps in the derivation (covert subject raising, VP roll-up, ...) • extrapolated structures (VP-shells) • extrapolated silent elements (empty expletives for an empty subject for empty satisfaction of the EPP) • ………
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Orwell's Problem Some examples of 'VO' -'OV' mismatches Note: They must not be explained away. They should follow from an insightful account.
• edge effect • compactness • strict word order • V-clustering • ……..
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Orwell's Problem 'Edge effect' = the head of a phrase that is pre-adjoined to a head-inital phrase is adjacent to the phrase. Why? Adjuncts to a head-initial phrase are merged outside of the directionality domain of the head of the head-initial phrase. So the adjunct does not receive a structural license from the phrase it is merged with. Hence the adjunct itself has to enter a selection relation with the phrase it merges with. This is a head-complement relation, whence the adjacency property, since the complement is a sister of the head. It is not enough to show that derivational amendments are sufficient to derive an expression.The must be shown to be empirically adequate.
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NEXT: Leibniz's Problem Perfection: UG as an example of perfect design?
• Perfection in grammar design?
• The quest for perfection and virtual conceptual necessity
• The (un)motivated turn from GB to MP Repressed evidence? What is 'wrong' with the body of data covered by GB that is ignored in the MP?
Underlying the economy principles of the MP is the idea that grammar is a perfect computational system for mapping a selection of lexical items (a numeration) to a pair of interfaces <LF,PF> with conceptual (semantic-pragmatic) and articulatory (phonetic) cognitive modules, respectively
The notion of a 'perfect' computational system is a notion that is contemplated in logics, in terms of completeness, simplicity, non-redundancy, symmetry and economy. Economy refers to the number of premises in a given calculus, the number of basic elements in the inventory, the number of steps in a proof, etc. 'Perfection' is a property of a calculus.
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Leibniz's Problem Four centuries ago, people believed that the orbits of the planets must be perfect geometrical figures and concluded that they must be circles In fact, from our terrestrial view point, planets appear to move in curls. The grand theoretical solution was the theory of epicycles. Planets move on circles, whose centres move on circles, whose centres move on circles.
Today, there is even a proof that every conceivable trajectory can be modelled in terms of movement on epicycles. Nevertheless we do not believe in epicycles anymore.
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How do we know that the idea that each feature is in a one-to-one relation with a functional projection is not a grammar-theoretical epicycle?
It is an empirical question. And the evidence from OV is not demonstrable.
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Leibniz's Problem
It is an ironic moment of the history of the field that the fruitfly language of grammar theory is the black sheep of its family. It surely is not the most impressive example of a perfect instantiation of perfect UG properties.
• It has V2 patterns, but only under exceptional circumstances • It has finite verbs that move to higher functional head positions, but the majority of verbs do not • For the verbs that do not move, an expletive auxiliary is the deus ex machina in contexts where a verb would have to move. • It has modals that have only one tense and no infinitival form • It has subject expletives but their distribution is so much restricted that an intransitive passive is unavailable in English.
• ....
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Leibniz's Problem Lappin, Levine, and Johnson (2000) : Natural Language and Linguistic Theory 18: 665-671, 2000. p. 669. "What is not readily comprehensible is that large numbers of researchers should substitute one theory for another simply on the basis of Chomsky's personal authority, without subjecting his assumptions to the sort of critical evaluation that they would normally apply to theoretical innovations proposed under different authorship."
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Leibniz's Problem p. 668: "If linguists wish to use the practices followed in the natural sciences as a guide, then it would be reasonable to expect the catalyst for the transition from GB to the MP to be a significant body of results that follow directly from minimalist principles, but are unavailable on any plausible version of GB theory.
But we see nothing of the kind in the comparison between the MP and earlier avatars of transformational grammar.
Why, then, are we witness to a mass rejection of the previous decade and a half of linguistic theory?"
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Leibniz's Problem Lakatos:
A research programme is said to be progressing as long as its theoretical growth anticipates its empirical growth, that is, as long as it keeps predicting novel facts with some success ('progressive problemshift'); it is stagnating if its theoretical growth lags behind the empirical growth, that is, as long as it gives only post-hoc explanations either of chance discoveries or of facts anticipated by, and discovered in, a rival programme ('degenerating problemshift').
• Was there a 'degenerating problemshift' in GB?
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Leibniz's Problem
Was there a 'degenerating problemshift' in GB?
Maybe, in the attempt to unify the opacity conditions and locality constraints for non-local movements (A'-movement): ECP, subjaceny, subject condition, adjunct condition, that-t-filter, .... BUT: MP has nothing to offer in place of the discarded concepts.
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Leibniz's Problem
What I see in the replacement of GB by MP is more
• "a historical accident that the discipline has allowed itself to be dominated by a few very powerful personalities who happen not to be strongly attached to the scientific ethos" (Pullum 1996 . Nostalgic views from Building 20. Journal of Linguistics. 137-147), and
• a move from a research programme with a positive heuristics in terms of the range of empirical coverage to a research programme with a heuristics limited to interests in the computational properties of grammar algorithms (perfect calculus) 
